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Weisskoff Review of Beever-Walker Report (2013) 

 This is a stunning, ambitious, and potentially highly-effective report.  There is nothing 
like it in the literature yet; it is one-of-a-kind. 

 Beever-Walker have taken  a unique study area –the large islands, Pine Island’s western 
shore, the many small islands, the large aquatic preserve, and open Gulf waters – and estimate 
the value of ecosystem services using local as well as global measures of value.  This alone is a 
major task. 

 But then they go on to incorporate changes in future land use and the also the impact of 
sea level rise on Ecosystem Services.  

 They layer the land use maps:   bathymetric, sea grass, land use, salt marsh future land 
use (2030), and projected 1FSLR (1 ft. sea level rise), under different scenarios. 

 Fine, but I have never seen a study that puts values on 69 different land use categories! 
Costanza et al (1997) distinguishes 21 “biomes.”  Weisskoff (2005), Table 10.6, compresses the 
two different land use studies of the 14 counties in the Everglades area into 8 biomes comparable 
between the two studies. Batker (2010 on the Miss. R. Delta) has 11”ecosystem types” including 
4 marshland types and 2 wetland types.  The other Earth Economics (2012) studies of Puget 
Sound, Thurston County, and British Columbia lower mainland distinguish 14 land cover types, 
including, for example, beaches, estuary, eelgrass beds, salt marsh and wetlands. 

 Unique in B-W is their use of local studies, as much as possible to fill in the values of the 
unique land use, such a tourist expenditure studies for beach value, and specific marshland and 
mangrove studies. 

 The traditional literature in this field takes a wider approach on a narrower assortment of 
land uses or ecosystem types.  They begin usually with a list of 17 to 23 Ecosystem Services that 
are to be “valued” or quantified.  These are grouped under four main headings: broad regulation, 
habitat, production, and information/cultural functions. Under “regulation” services are included 
regulating gas, regulating climate, water, soil, nutrients, etc. (See Batker, Miss. R. Study, Table 
2, for example).  Then, for each land use or biome, the relevant ecosystem services are 
quantified.  

(B-W quantified some of the most difficult to estimate services and omitted others within 
different biomes.)  Thus, the final “matrix” of values, could potentially be, on the order of 69 
land uses by 23 ecosystem services or 1,587 cells to be estimated!  In practice, Earth Economics, 
a research group in Tacoma, WA, usually lists the land uses relevant to the region and then the 
relevant type of ecosystem service for that land use backed by an empirical study. (See, for 
example, Appendix D, “Detailed Ecosystem Service Tables,” in the Molnar et al 2012.) 

The basic questions are as follows:  
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1) B-W’s Table 1 gives TEV in $ per acre for all the land-uses.  Where are these from? These 
need references and citations. The Costanza (1997) article gives data in 1994 dollars, so if 
these were used, then B-W’s inflation multiplier (col. 3 in Table 1) needs adjusting (it now 
treats the numbers as ‘1997’ data, rather than 1994.)  How were these different FLUCCS 
categories valued for TEV and for each of the ES?  Without this documentation, I cannot 
accept the 2012 $ per acre figures. 

 
2) Nevertheless, I do have a “Beever Rosetta stone” from the time of his 2011 Cela Tega talk 

which gives a list of local habitat studies and $ per acre, the references are still missing. 
 

3) Are the B-W values per acre reasonable? First, I do not know.  Second, it doesn’t matter if 
they “fit in” with other studies, say, of beaches or mangroves, in other parts of the world.  If 
the local study reflects the local reality, then THAT is the value that should be used.  
However, in the absence of such documentation, let us look for a moment at comparable land 
use categories in other studies.  In my Table 1, I have selected out some of the important 
outliers: the Value per acre of swimming beaches, mangroves, and continuous sea grass 
habitat look high, compared to the other studies on the page.  Freshwater marsh is in the 
ballpark, and saltwater marsh could be low. 

 
4) There’s a problem in adding up the acres: a slight discrepancy when the detailed salt marshes 

are added in (see my Table 2).  Then, we have an extra 489 ac. between B-W Tables 2 & 3!  
See my Tables 2a & 3 for details.  
 

5) Also, the Tables can be consolidated.  Why repeat the long list of land use codes?  Simply 
append the columns (You could omit the “yr. of estimation and Multiplier columns; put them 
in an appendix).  Please footnote all your sources – or do what Costanza (1997) originally 
did: he provided an entire appendix of all the sources and their values, sorted by Land Use 
and the particular Ecosystem function that the study measured. He then took an average if 
there were several studies per function for that biome. Batker (2010, 2012) practice is give 
the “high” and “low” for each function for each biome and for all the Total Values.  This 
gives the reader some idea of the range of the findings of the many studies, and a better 
grounding for ES, rather than a single number. 

 
6) There are some discrepancies and revisions with this version and earlier presentations. For 

6120, Mangrove swamp, on slide 20 of Bever Cela Tega, you give $354,372 per acre (for 
what year?). Your new Table 1, 2013, gives $255 K.  Slide #22 gives $4,550 in 2006 for salt 
water marsh, but in new Table 1, the range is $8,260 to $4,456.  For FLUCCS 9110, 
Continuous Sea grass, Beever slide #21 says, “2008 dollars” but your Table 1 says, “1998 
dollars” for the $66,117 value that is the same in both places.  Which is it? 
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7) Combine your Tables 1 with 3, and 2 with 4 to save tables. 
 

8) The “inflation factor” must be annotated.  CPI for all US? US South? Urban? Annual 
average? Source? 

 
9) See my  Table 2 for my summary of the important land uses, according to your procedures: 

 
99% of the value is found in   92% of the area. 
The big 4:  38% from mangroves   5% of the area 
  37% from continuous sea grass 13% of the area 
  11% from embayments… 27% of the area 
   5% from swim beaches      0.4% of the area 
   91% of the all EV found in: 45% of the total area. 
Thus it is   crucial to document and include all the TEV components. 
(On the right hand side of my Table 2, you can find the % of value and % land area 
summary. 
The smaller values are all hidden.) 
 

10) My Table 4 suggests the set up for consolidating your Tables 6 & 7. The difference in 
valuation gained by adding the marshland detail, although interesting, is .0061%.  But how 
you know the values of ES for these different marsh plants?  

 
11) My Table 5 suggests the setup for consolidating your Tables 10 & 11, but there is a 1,279-

acre difference between the two tables. Also Needlerush is missing from Table 11.  Why?  
See my Table 6.  Did the needlerush go extinct with sea level rise? 

 
12) There are a number of references in your text that are NOT in your reference list at the end.  

They are:  Lewis et al 1982; Hicks and Burns 1975; CHNEP 2007, 2008, 2011; IPCC 2007. 
Please supply. 

 
13) Your p. 12: your numbers show the loss of TEV from 2012 to normal 2030 is 28.7%, then 

another $931 million loss from sea level rise.  Thus, the total comprehensive LOSS of TEV 
due to the change in land use AND 1FSLR is 41.9%.  Your text makes it sound like all the 
loss is due to 1FSLR. 

 
14) The literature on ecosystem services has mushroomed in the past year.  There are new 

journals and many new articles done by researchers available on the web for special regions, 
ecologies, and functions. Because this Sanibel-Captiva study combines your capabilities 
linking land use, scientific studies, and good social and economic statistics (tourism, 
visitations, license fees) that not all regions have available, it might make sense to try to fill 
in the matrix of specific ecosystem services by land use in a more comprehensive way.  
My feeling is that as high as your numbers are, your final results may be yet higher. 
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15) To sum up:  With full documentation, this study is a powerful tool for “exposing” the hidden 
values embedded in the Natural System.  Administrators and plain citizens alike should be 
aware of these in order to pursue rational and correct policies when the Natural System 
collides with the Built-up System. The Valuation Scheme, proposed here with its overlays, 
gives us the quantitative tool that levels the playing field for better decision-making, 
especially if the values can be based on predominately local studies. I urge you to scrutinize, 
document, and, if necessary, revise your sources and describe how the TEV’s were 
determined for 69 different Land use categories. 
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